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I
The literary and historical study of rabbinic literature increases our
understanding of rabbinic texts and enables us to isolate different stages in
the history of traditions. Amoraic teachings, in particular, have undergone a
complex process of enunciation, interpretation, transmission, adaption, and
application prior to their incorporation into their present contexts. They
have likewise received literary enrichment and suffered recasting in the
course of their integration into wider units and of the overall compilation of
gemara. Accordingly, the extant versions may not reflect the most fundamental or original use and import of a tradition. Once aware of these processes we can, moreover, better appreciate the concerns which elicited and
shaped the early stages of the teachings as well as the later ones which may
have contributed to the transformations.'
1. See the works of ChanochAlbeck, J. N. Epstein,Joseph Heinemann,Hyman Klein,
Saul Lieberman,Jacob Neusner, E. S. Rosenthal,AbrahamWeiss, David Weiss Halivni,as
well as of MosheAssis, M. S. Feldman,ShammaFriedman,IsraelFrancus,DavidGoodblatt,
AbrahamGoldberg,David Rosenthal,and others. For referencesand full bibliographysee
ShammaFriedman,"A CriticalStudy of YevamotX with a MethodologicalIntroduction,"
Textsand Studies.AnalectaJudaica,ed. H. Z. Dimitrovsky,1 (1977):275-321; David Goodblatt, "The BabylonianTalmud,"Aufstiegund Niedergangder RomischenWelt[= ANRW,
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The present paper focuses on one set of teachings which have undergone such changes. It deals with one tradition which is attributed to Samuel
and which originally glossed Mishnah but which later was applied to a different, Palestinian amoraic, issue. The tradition treats a minor's obligation
to participate in the zimmun, the "Invitation" to Grace After Meals.
Masters in both Palestine and Babylonia differed in their understanding of
several aspects of this issue and their diverse stances affected their evaluation and understanding of Samuel's opinion. The examination of the pericope is particularly noteworthy as the results of the internal analysis find
confirmation in a different and earlier recension of the text, in Genesis
Rabba. We thus have the unusual opportunity to verify what some might
call "speculative" talmudic criticism. The study also throws light on the
question of the nature of recensions of the Palestinian Talmud and the
meaning of the scribal notation tn'a, found in Genesis Rabba manuscripts.
II
Mishnah Ber. 7:1-2 rules that three individuals who eat together must
preface their Grace After Meals with an "Invitation" to say the Grace. This
Summons consists of a series of refrains by which a leader invites others to
Praise and say Grace and the listeners respond.2 Mishnah Ber. 7:3 gives the
opening formula of the Summons. With three individuals it opens with
"Let us praise ...." Mishnah 7:1-2 lists those counted and excluded from
the quorum to make up the three. A comment in y. Ber. 7:2, 1lb attributed

2.19 (Berlin, in press), especially chap. 4; and Baruch M. Bokser, "An Annotated Bibliographical Guide to the Study of the Palestinian Talmud," ANRW, 2.19, especially chaps. 8-13.
See also Baruch M. Bokser, "Two Traditions of Samuel: Evaluating Alternative Versions,"
in Christianity, Judaism and Other Greco-Roman Cults. Studiesfor Morton Smith at Sixty, ed.
Jacob Neusner, 4 vols. (Leiden, 1975), 4: 48-52 [N.B.: on pp. 52, 1. 12, 53, 1. 12, and 54, 1. 18
read "Tefillah" for "Shema"']; idem, Samuel's Commentaryon the Mishnah, Its Nature, Forms,
and Content (Leiden, 1975); and Anthony J. Saldarini, "'Form Criticism' of Rabbinic Literature," Journal of Biblical Literature 96 (1977): 257-74.
2. On Grace After Meals and the "Summons" see Encyclopedia Judaica, s.v. "Grace After
Meals," and the literature cited there; M. Ber. 7:3; J. N. Epstein, Introductionto the Text of the
Mishnah, 2d ed. (Jerusalem, 1964), pp. 430-31; Chanoch Albeck, Shishah sidrei Mishnah, vol.
1: Seder Zera'im (Jerusalem, 1959), pp. 27 and 336-37; Saul Lieberman, Tosefta ki-fshulah, 8
vols. (New York, 1955-73), 1: 8-9 [= TK]; Joseph Heinemann, Prayer in the Period of the
Tanna'imand the Amora'im (Jerusalem, 1964), chap. 4, pp. 67-77, especially 73-77; and Gary
G. Porton, The Traditionsof Rabbi Ishmael, pt. 1 (Leiden, 1976), pp. 13-15. See below, text to
nn. 40-43.
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to Samuel focuses on the exclusion of "minors." The most fundamental
formulation of the tradition consisted of a Mishnah commentary but it has
become somewhat obscured by its presentation within a sugya that responds
to a different, though related issue (A-D).
M. Ber. 7:1-2:3
Threewho ate togetherarerequiredto summonGrace.
(M. Ber. 7:1A)
and
and
slaves
minors
Women,
(u-qetannim)-theydo not summonGrace
with them.
(M. Ber. 7:2A)
y. Ber. 7:2, 11b:4
A. It was taught,a minor(qatan),and (ve-)the Scrollof the Torah-they
count as an adjunct(senij) [to make up the ten].
B. Said R. Yudan,Thus is the teaching[in A]: A minorfor the Scrollof
the Torah-they count as an adjunct.5

3. lr,TrPDimrKD,~pl ,Di,r ,Dm .lTmrT"nnnxl IstxW"n;ov.
4. wYn,'ny'Ka .' ixo inny ,-hmm
mn'DO Tp xKn'n' pvn, '1.'ii'x r o
n nm
i 1 p p,in
1DX
121 mn
r x'r' n" 'xDK
mnnmni'
r,xl-ai w Dovprmnnnrnn,1 nmnnI r',DnKx
)'x K3'
K'x ?1o lmrix

-pazxin'za:in' Kxrv'ax.

On the y. see (a) the MSS: ThePalestinianTalmudLeidenMS. Cod.Scal. 3. A Facsimile
with Introductionby Saul Lieberman(Jerusalem,1970),vol. 1 [abbreviatedas = L MS];
TalmudYerushalmi.
CodexVatican133. Indexby A. P. Sherry(Jerusalem,1971)[= V MS];MS
of y. with Commentary
of Solomonben JosephSirillo, ed. ;IayimYosef Dinkels(Jerusalem,
1967)[I thankthe BritishMuseumfor providingme with a microfilmof MSS403-405 = Or.
2822, 2823, 2824, and BibliothequeNationale, Paris, for MS Hebr. 7389, both of y. with
Sirillo'sCommentary][= S]: Louis Ginzberg,Yerushalmi
Fragmentsfrom the Genizah(New
York, 1909;reprinted., Jerusalem,1969)[= YFG];(b) the specialeditionswith moderncommentaries:ZachariasFrankel, TalmudYerushalmi,Seder Zera'im, 'AhavatSiyyon, vol. 1:
Berakhotand Pe'ah(Vienna, 1874;reprinted., Jerusalem,1971);Dov BaerRatner,Ahawath
Zion We-Jeruscholaim.
Berakhot(Vilna, 1901;reprinted., Jerusalem,1967);A. M. Luncz,
TalmudYerushalmi,
vol. 2 [= Ber.chap.6-Pe'ahchap. 1] (Jerusalem,1909);and(c) the critical
notes in MordechaiYehudahLeb Sacks, Diqduqeisoferimla-Talmudha-Yerushalmi,
vol. 1:
Berakhot(Jerusalem,1943),p. 33; and J. N. Epstein,Introduction
to AmoraiticLiterature[=
IAL] (Jerusalem,1962),p. 364. In additionto the commentariesin the Vilna 1922(reprinted.,
New York, 1959)editionof TalmudYerushalmi,I haveconsultedthe numerouscommentaries
to M. Ber.7:2 and b. Ber.47b-48a and codifiersof the law of GraceAfterMealswho cite and
explainpartsof y. Ber.7:2. Ratnerprovidesan indexto manyof theseworks.See nn. belowfor
specificreferences.
5. Frankel;Ratner,pp. 166-67; and ChanochAlbeck,in MidraschBereschitRabba.eds.
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C. From when do they count as an adjunct (me-'eimatai 'osin 'oto senij)?6
D. 1. R. Avina said, R. Huna and R. Yehudah, both of them in the name of
Samuel, dispute [the matter]:
2. One says, When he knows the character of the blessing (kedei sheyehe yode'a tiv berakhah).7
3. And the other said, When he knows to whom he says a blessing (sheyehe yode'a le-mi mevarekh)8.

Women, slaves, and minors are required to say Grace After Meals (M.
Ber. 3:3) but may not be counted to make up the number to summon Grace
and thus say Grace communally. Samuel's comment, D, defines the category of a minor. We shall now review the tradition's present location, A-D,
and trace how it has been reworked.
As most commentators explain Samuel's comment in terms of the preceding pericope, we review A-B. A deals with a case in which the full
number of people are not present. The baraita may be understood in several

JuliusTheodor and ChanochAlbeck (Berlin, 1903-1929;reprinted. in 3 vols., Jerusalem,
1965),3:1112,in his notes [continuationof p. 1111, 1.3] to the GenesisRabbaparallelto our
sugya[discussedbelow],cite earlymedievalauthoritieswho apparentlydo not includeB. Some
of their referencesneed revision in light of improvededitions of the medievalworks; for
in Ginzeirishonim,Berakhot,ed.
example, R. Meshullamben Moses, Sefer ha-hashlamah,
containsa versionof B. Other
to
in
contrast
Ratner,
Hershler
Moshe
(Jerusalem,1967),p. 245,
recentcriticaleditionsconfirmtheircitations;e.g., YalqutShime'oni,basedupon the Oxford
MS, ed. Isaac Shiloni,2 vols. to date (Jerusalem,1973-), 2: 783, to Gen. 42, #247, lacks B.
Whilewe remainunsurewhetheror not the y. text used by each authorcontainedthe clause,
some explicitlystate that differentreadingsexist. Perhapsone of the variantsconsistedof the
use of singleor pluralformsof the pronoun('otoor 'otan)and object,senif,"adjunct"(senifor
senifin).See Judahben Isaac,Sir Leon, Tosefot... 'al MasekhetBerakhot,ed. Nisan Sachs,2
vols. (Jerusalem,1969-1972),2: 533-34, and R. Asherben Jebiel [=Rosh], to Ber. Chap. 7,
#20, in Vilnaeditionof BabylonianTalmud,againstwhichI checkedthe firstedition(Venice,
1520),and cf. TosefotR. JudahSir Leon,2: 524,n. 452. The differencemightimplywhetheror
not the vav,"and,"is disjunctive,conjunctive,or explicative.See below nn. 9 and 11 and the
text thereto.
6. So = L, V, S, and others: 'ad matai 'osin 'oto senif = YFG, p. 293. Some early medieval

authoritiesincludingR. Meshullam,p. 245, lackthis line. See belownn. 19and27 andthe texts
thereto.
7. So = L, V, S, YFG and Isaacben Mosesof Vienne,'Orzaru'a(Zhitomer,1862;reprint
ed., Brooklyn,n.d.) #197, 1: 30d (who supposedlycites R. JudahSir Leon);kedeishe-yihyeh
... = Rabadin Nabmanides,Novellae(Jerusalem,1928)to b. Ber.48a; keshe-yeda'= Sefer
kedeishe-yeda'= TosefotR. JudahSir Leon.
ha-hashlamah;
8. So = L, S, and Rabad cited in Nabmanides, Novellae; keshe-yeda' = Sefer hahashlamah; kedei she-yeh ... = YFG, V MS, and OZ; kedei she-yeda' = Tosefot R. Judah Sir
Leon.
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ways. A vav usually translated as "and," joins the entries of "minor" and
"Scroll of the Torah." If the vav is disjunctive, viz., means "or," the text
asserts that we may count either one to make up the required number.
Alternatively, if the vav is conjunctive, viz., means "and," the baraita requires both, e.g., a minor with the Scroll. The tradition does not identify the
referent to which the minor and/or the Scroll is added. Commentators suggest it refers to a quorum of ten, the required number for saying the full or
expanded Summons to Grace which mentions the Lord's name, "Let us
bless our God ..." (so M. Ber. 7:3). This number elsewhere makes up the
standard quorum for community liturgical purposes.9
The meaning of the word "adjunct" is made clear by its use at the very
beginning of y. Ber. 7:2. A tradition attributed to Rabbi Judah the Patriarch
as well as to R. Yehoshua ben Levi, a first generation Palestinian Amora,
states that we may count a minor as an adjunct to make up the ten. Accordingly, the simple meaning of "adjunct," senif, in A, supports the interpretation that the clause as a whole refers to "adjunct to ten."'0
In B, Yudan, a fourth generation Palestinian Amora, clarifies the
baraita and apparently takes the vav as an explanatory vav, a usage found
elsewhere." We should therefore render the baraita thus: "a minor, that is,
for the Scroll . ... ," which means, following many commentators, that a
child may count as one of the seven individuals called to the Torah Scroll
when it is read on the Sabbath.'2
C employs the same language as A-B, 'osin 'oto senif. This suggests that
C deals with a quorum of ten, or following the interpretation of Yudan's
explanation, a quorum of seven. The question in C thus raises a matter rele9. See EleazarAzikri, Sefer baredim,in Vilna edition of PT; Joshua Benvenisti,Sedeh

Yehoshu'a,vol. 1: Zera'im (Constantinople, 1662), reprinted in YerushalmiZera'im (Jerusalem,
1972); and Tosefot R. Judah Sir Leon to b. 47b-48a. See Albeck, in Bereschit Rabba 3:1112,

notes.
10. At one point in the sugyaan anonymousauthoritycomparesthe cases of "ten" and
"three"and employsthe term "adjunct"for both. The formerusagehas generatedthe latter
formulation.
11. See ZachariasFrankel,Mevo ha-Yerushalmi
(Breslau, 1870;reprinted., Jerusalem,
1967),p. 95a; Aaron Hyman,ToledotTanna'imve-'Amora'im,
3 vols. (reprinted., Jerusalem,
1964), 2: 616-17; Michael Higger, 'OSarha-baraitot,10 vols. (New York, 1938-1948), 4:

418-19; Mordechai Margalioth, Encyclopedia of Talmudic and Geonic Literature (Tel Aviv,
n.d.), pp. 476-77; and Chanoch Albeck, Introduction to the Talmud,Bavli and Yerushalmi(Tel

Aviv, 1969),p. 332. See Bokser,Samuel'sCommentary,
p. 27, n. 56, and the referencesthereto
Epstein,Kutscher,and especiallyLieberman.[Thepage referenceto Kutschershouldbe to p.
1602and not 1595.]See also TK, 5: 1273.
12. See, e.g., Sirillo, Tosef:R. Judah Sir Leon, and Benvenisti.
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vant to the concernsof A-B: When is a minor counted to make up a required quorum?
D contains Samuel'stradition. Avina, a third generationBabylonian
Amora who emigratedto Palestine,transmitsit in the name of two second
generation BabylonianAmoraim, Huna [Huna = Huna] and Yehudah.
Eachof the lattertwo, studentsof Samuel,had reportedthe master'stradition in a differentversion.Avina, however,apparentlydid not know which
tradenthad transmittedwhich version.'3Both versions of Samuel'scomment lack a referent,make up balancedglosses, and offer criteriawhich
qualify a person.
Accordingto the first view, D.2, a minorwho knowsthe character,i.e.,
practicesand makeup,of the blessingmay be counted.'4The secondmaster
claims that the requirementis for the minor to know the referentof the
benediction,the One Addressed.The first, D.2, thus employs a technical
ability, or knowledgeas a criterion,while the second, D.3, an abstractor
theoreticalone.
Assumingthe criteriafit the matterbeingdefined,'5the tradition- with
its presentconjunction-sets out whena personmaysay some type of blessing. The tradition itself does not say which. As Mishnah deals with the
exclusionof an individualfrom sayingthe blessing,Mishnahcannot supply
the subject.Can A-B, the immediatelyprecedingpericope,clarifythe subject? Yudan'sinterpretationof the baraita,B, cannot constitutethe subject
13. Cf. Albeck, Introduction, p. 524.
On Huna and Yehudah, see Bokser, Samuel's Commentary, pp. 216-17. That Huna =
Huna, see Frankel, Mevo, p. 73a, and E. Y. Kutscher, Studies in Galilean Aramaic, Translated

and Annotatedwith AdditionalNotes by MichaelSokoloff [Bar-IlanStudiesin NearEastern
Languagesand Culture](Ramat-Gan,1976),pp. 67-96, 103-5, especiallyp. 70.
On Avina, see Frankel,Mevo,p. 61b; Hyman, 1: 97-98; Margalioth,p. 41; and Albeck,
Introduction, pp. 274-75.

Mishnae,4 vols. (Jerusalem,
14. See the usageof tiv elsewhere;C. Y. Kasovsky,Thesaurus
6
1957-1960),2: 766, e.g., M. Ket. 1:8and B.M. 1:8;C. Y. Kasovsky,ThesaurusThosephthae,
vols. (Jerusalem,1932-1961),3:350,e.g., T. Sot 4:7, ed. Lieberman,p. 173, 1. 146;and C. Y.
Kasovsky,ThesaurusTalmudis,39 vols. to date (Jerusalem,1954-),15:85-86, and especially
note the instancesin b. B.B. 155band A.Z. 57a-b [forwhichsee DS, 120:6] both precededby
the verbyd', "to know,"and usedto definea "minor"in termsof certainmatters:businessknowledgeof the practicesof business;idolatry-knowledgeof the practicesof idolatry.See
also Frankel,'AhavatSiyyon,ad loc., and cf. Benvenisti,ElijahBenLoeb Fulda, TalmudYerushalmi[=Zera'imand Sheq.](Amsterdam,1710;reprinted., Jerusalem,1971),and Albeckin
Bereschit Rabba, 3:1113-14, note to 1. 4.

15. See below nn. 32 and 45-50 and the texts thereto.See Saul Lieberman,SiphreZutta
(New York, 1968),pp. 15-16, TK, 1:84.Cf. Yom Tov Ishbili,fliddusheiha-Ritba,Masekhet
Sukkah,ed. EliyahuLichtenstein(Jerusalem,1975)to b. Suk. 29a = cols. 260-61.
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of D, for Yudanlived afterSamueland the masterswho, in D, transmithis
tradition.'6On the other hand, if A representsa tannatic baraitaSamuel
theoreticallycould directlyreferto it. As it ostensiblydeals with the Summons to Grace, Samueltoo could deal with that issue. This would accord
with the sugya'swidertopic of Graceand the Summonsthereto.But, as we
shall see, while Samueldoes referto the "Summons,"he does not treatit in
terms of the issue as presentedin A.'7
To recapitulate,Samuel'scomment refersto the Summonsfor Grace.
In termsof the wordingof D we are not informedwhetherthis refersto the
version of the Summons for three people or the expanded one for ten
people. Certainlythe questionin C wants us to understandthe traditionin
the lattertermsand takes Samuelas commentingon "adjunctfor ten." But
the question is secondaryand postdatesthe tradition.As we have already
seen, it accordswith the problematicof the widersugyaand accordinglyfulfills redactionalneedsto applySamuel'scommentto the issueof "adjunctto
ten." In general,such anticipatoryquestionsare late and postdatethe traditions whichthey introduce.'8We now turn to concreteevidenceto support
the suggestionthat Samuel'stradition,with a differentconjunction,referred
to Mishnah.
First,while C appearsin most texts of y., at least two medievalworksin
their.citationsof A-D lack C or an analogueto it.'9 Whetheror not these
16. Naturallyif B is not originalto the text,we wouldhavean additionalfactorprecluding
it as Samuel'sreferent.See above, n. 6.
17. If D concerns"Grace,"that would accordwith the use of the word senif,"adjunct,"
whichin our contextis usedto referto the expandedSummonsto Grace,whenten peopleare
present.See n. 8 and the text thereto.Amongthe severalreasonswhichprecludethe view that
Samuelrefersto A one may includethe observationthat only Palestiniansare associatedwith
the termsenif,"adjunct."The fact that A-B immediatelyprecedesC-D does not pose a problem. In y., traditionsoften do not referto theirimmediatelyprecedingpericopes.See Bokser,
ANRW,"Guide,"chap.9, B. andthe literaturecitedthere.Accordingly,thereis the possibility
that the formulation,if not the teaching,of the baraitais amoraic.On amoraicbaraitot,see
BenjaminDe-Vries,"Baraita," EJ, 4: 189-93; Goodblatt,ANRW,chap. 4.1a;and Bokser,
ANRW, "Guide,"chap. 8, D.3, and the literaturecited there,especiallyLieberman,Higger,
Epstein,Goodblatt(1975),and Moreshet.On our passagesee furtherbelow,n. 33 and the text
thereto.
18. See Bokser,Samuel'sCommentary,
pp. 107, 116,and also AbrahamWeiss,Studiesin
the Literature of the Amoraim (New York, 1962), pp. 33-34, especially Studies in the Talmud

(Jerusalem,1975),pp. 236-37, and David WeissHalivni,Sourcesand Traditions,vol. 2: Seder
Moed From Yoma to Hagiga (Jerusalem, 1975), pp. i-xii.

19. R. Meshullamin Seferha-hashlamah,
and Abrahamben David, in Temimde'im(Warsaw, 1897), #1, p. la. Nabmanides in his Milbamotha-shemon Isaac Alfasi, Hilkhot,
lacksB andC, thoughin Novellaeto b. Ber.40a presentsC-and interestinglyenoughas partof
a citation of Abrahamben David.
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works represent an actual literary tradition of yerushalmi, they do reflect the
fact that to understand Samuel's comment one need not rely on C. Second, our suggested referent does not demand an extraordinary reading of
the pericope. It is assumed, for example, in Maimonides' and Sirillo's
commentaries to M. Ber. 7:2 which employ the two versions of Samuel's
comments in D and set them out as definitions of Mishnah's mention of a
"minor."20 Third, a different recension of the sugya, in Genesis Rabba,
provides a text free from the above difficulties and in which Samuel explains
Mishnah.
III
Genesis Rabba 91.4, eds. Julius Theodor and Chanoch Albeck,
3:1111-1118, contains a sugya parallel to y. Ber. 7:2. The two versions
exhibit several differences in wording, in formulation, especially in clauses
which bridge or spell out implications of the traditions, and in the sequence
of the materials. Such differences are common between PT and Gen. R.
analogues and scholars argue that they are due to the fact that each text
represents a different recension of y. Many scholars further claim that Gen.
R. used y. in a state prior to its completion as represented in PT MSS and
editions, i.e., a recension of y. earlier than that of the PT itself. Several of the
differences in the y. Ber. 7:2 sugya accord with the latter argument and confirm our analysis of Samuel's comment. As we shall see, Gen. R. presents
Samuel's comment in a state which has not been redactionally and completely incorporated into its y. context.21
The sequence of the sugya in Gen. R. justifies our focus on Samuel's
tradition and its introductory question alone and not in terms of what in PT
precedes, i.e., the baraita and its interpretation, A-B or an equivalent
thereto.22 We, therefore, first turn to the sequence of the materials.

20. Sirillo comments on Mishnah as part of his commentary on y. For Maimonides, see
Mishnah 'im perush Rabbenu Mosheh ben Maimon, ed. and trans. Yosef Qafih, 7 vols. (Jerusalem, 1963-1968), 1: 82, and cf. Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Berakhot 5:7.
21. As to recensions of y., and the bibliography thereto, see nn. 54-57. Albeck in his notes
to the passage, 3: 1111-12, 1. 3, and 1112-13, 1. 3 [especially top of p. 1113], specifically relates
several of the differences to differences in recensions.
22. Our discussion is based upon Midrash Bereschit Rabba, Codex Vatican60. A page index
by A. P. Sherry (Jerusalem, 1972). Albeck, in Bereschit Rabba, 3:1111-1118, prints the London
MS and records variants from other MSS [but not Vatican 60] and early printed editions. Vatican 30, generally today considered the best MS of Gen. R. includes only the opening and clos-
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Gen. R., in contrast to PT, does not juxtapose A-B and C-D. It presents A-B, with slight variation in wording, earlier in the sugya and
Samuel'scomment later. The latter ends the section of y. Ber. 7:2 which
focuses on the minor. Samuel'scomment has thus reversedplaces with a
"story"in whicha Palestinianmastertells of his childhoodand whichexplicitly avers that a minor-without the two hairs of physical maturitycannot count to make up the numberto summonGrace. In PT, Samuel's
traditionis at the penultimateposition and the story at the ultima;in Gen.
R., Samuel-preceded by a questionbut not A-B-stands ultima and the
story penultima.23

ing phrases of the sugya and notes that the section in extension is in y. Ber. See Albeck's notes,
ad loc., and his "Introduction," Einleitung und Register zum Bereschit Rabba (Berlin,
1931-1936), printed with Theodor and Albeck, Bereschit Rabba, 2d ed. (Jerusalem, 1965), vol.
3, Introduction, pp. 107-8; E. S. Rosenthal, "Leshonot soferim," in Yuval Shay. [A Jubilee
Volume dedicated to S. Y. Agnon], ed. Baruch Kurzweil (Ramat Gan, 1958), pp. 293-324,
especially 312-13. As the sugya in a recension different from PT appears in Vat. MS 60 and
substantively in the remaining MSS other than Vat. 30, the section represents not merely a late
addition to the text. See below.
On Vatican MS 30, available in photographic reprint, Midrash Bereshit Rabba MS. Vat.
Ebr. 30. With an Introduction and Index by Michael Sokoloff (Jerusalem, 1971), see Sokoloffs
"Introduction," and his references to other literature, especially his articles in Leshonenu 33
(1969): 25-42, 135-49, 270-79, and Kutscher, Studies; and Lewis M. Barth, An Analysis of
Vatican30 (Cincinnati, 1973), and the literature cited there. Vat. MS 60 is considered an important early witness to the text of Gen. R., inferior to Vat. 30 but superior to the London and
other MSS. See Kutscher, Studies, pp. 12-13, n. 6; Barth, pp. 83-84; and Michael Sokoloff,
"The Geniza Fragments of Genesis Rabba and Ms. Vat. Ebr. 60 of Genesis Rabba," Ph. D.
diss., Hebrew University, 1971; rev. ed. (in press) [not seen].
The printed editions, based upon Venice, 1545 edition, as well as the first edition, Constantinople, 1512, on the basis of the PT add C-D after Gen. R.'s version of A-B and "correct"
Gen. R.'s actual citations or analogues of A-B, where they later appear in Gen. R. See the list
of variants in Albeck, and "Introduction," pp. 113, 126, especially 128. A Yemenite MS which
accords with the readings in the printed editions, does not represent a manuscript support for
these readings, as the MS copies the Venice, 1545 edition. See Albeck, "Introduction," pp.
115-17, and 117, n. 2.
23. The variation in sequence may be highly significant. The arrangement of material in y.
is a product and a reflection of its editing. The place of Samuel's comment, in Gen. R., at the
end may accord with our observation elsewhere that in y., Babylonian traditions sometimes are
appended at the end and thus do not make up an integral part of the y. sugya; Samuel's Commentary, pp. 77-80, esp. 79-80 and n. 216. The Palestinian circles who placed C before
Samuel's tradition and placed both, C-D, in the midst of the sugya, apparently see the issues
through what may be called a Palestinian perspective: "A minor cannot serve as an adjunct to
three." See Saul Lieberman, Talmudof Caesarea [Supplementto Tarbiz2] (Jerusalem, 1931), pp.
20-25, especially 22-23, from whom I quote: "That arranger [of y.] chose and deleted whatever
did not fit the approaches of the yeshivot of the land of Israel; he is the one who deleted the
Babylonian approaches to the explanation of Mishnah.... And the arranger partially changed
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The following chart lays out the sequence of y. in both Gen. R. and
PT:
PT

1. Yehoshua b. Levi and Rabbi:
minor as adjunctto 10.
2-3. Questionand answeron #1.
4. Traditionre 9 as 10.
5-6. Questionand answeron #4:

Gen. R.

1'. same [= #1]
2'-3'. same [= #2-3]

9 "with a minor."24

7. If minor for 10, why not for 3?
8. Answer.
9. Minor and Torah Scroll. [=A]
10. Explanationof #9. [=B]

11. Introductoryquestion. [=C]
12. Samuel'stradition.[=D]

4'. same [= #9]
5'. same [= #10]

6'. as #4
7'-8'. as #5-6
9'. as #7 [with variationand
addition25]
10'. Story [= #13]
11'. Introductoryquestion. [as #11,
but differs]
12'. same [= #12 with different
conjunction]

13. Story:Personwith two hairsand
no young minors.
The sequence thus proves that Samuel's comment is not integrally connected to the baraita in A and its explanation, B. Moreover, Gen. R.'s ver-

the language of R. Yermiah [ in a pericope Lieberman immediately above reviewed] in accord
with the approach of the Land of Israel." See also Bokser, Samuel's Commentary, pp. 152, n.
467, 156, nn. 475-476, and ANRW, chap. 12. On the presence in our context of a "Palestinian
approach" see nn. 39 and 52 and the texts thereto; the fragment of the "Ma'asim li-venei 'Eres
Yisra'el," published in Mordechai Margalioth, Hilkhot 'EreS Yisra'el min ha-genizah (Jerusalem, 1973), p. 44, 11. 13-15, and in Z. M. Rabinowitz, "Sepher Ha-Ma'asim Livnei Erez
Yisra'el-New Fragments," Tarbiz41 (1972): 275-305, 285, especially Rabinowitz's footnote,
pp. 285-86; and Goldberg, cited in n. 39 below. As to implications of this suggestion, see
below.
24. See Sacks, Diqduqei, p. 32, n. 2; Albeck, Bereschit Rabba, 3:1112, n. 2; Epstein, IAL, p.
364, n. 7, and Rabinowitz, "New Fragments," p. 286.
25. See Albeck, Bereschit Rabba, 3:1112-13, n. 3; see also Sacks, Diqduqei, p. 32, n. 4, and
Epstein, IAL, p. 364, n. 10.
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sion of the question that introduces Samuel's tradition differs from that in
PT. We must now examine that question and Samuel's tradition.
IV
Gen. R. 91.426

A'. And untilwhenis he counteda minor(ve-'ad'eikhanyihyehqatan).27
B'l. Said R. Avina, R. Hunaand R. Yehudah,in the nameof Samuel,dispute [the matter]:
B'2. One said-Until he may know how to say a blessing ('ad she-hu
yode'aie-varekh).28
B'3. And the other said-Until he may know the characterof the blessing
('ad she-huyode'a liv berakhah).29
The attributions in the Gen. R. and PT versions match. The traditions
themselves, however, open differently. In PT, we have, "When he knows
. ." which sets forth the definition of the new status or change in status, as
26. Gen. R. #91 [Theodor and Albeck, 3:1113-14], according to Vatican Codex 60, p. 332:
'x irnm1p35 n' K1xit-1Y'OKtn ,5KVwlb
Wi
ln -mn f 11nn
phlDnx 3nl'x 'K ?Tvprrn' pD'K
'Wtprirmn
-in
n1:' 3D 'rr KntOUS.
27. So Vat. 60. Relying on Albeck's list of variants: ve-'ad kammah yehe qore = London
MS; ve-'ad 'eimatai [or: matai] yehe qore = correction in London MS and Yalqut Shime'oni
[for the latter Albeck relied on the early editions, the readings of which are confirmed by the
Oxford MS, in Yalqut Shime'oni (Jerusalem, 1973), p. 783]. The latter mistaken reading
probably was generated by an incorrect filling out of an abbreviation q'. For example, the q' in
a reading such as ve-'ad kammah [or 'eikhan]yihyeh q' was taken as qore, "to read" in place of
qalan, a "minor." The author of this mistake may have been motivated by an interpretation in
y. that Samuel's comment relates to a minor who is called up to the reading of the Torah Scroll.
See the above discussion on the meaning of B of PT, and Albeck, in Bereschit Rabba, 3:1113, 1.
4, for an example how one may mistakenly justify the reading qore and for his citation of an
interpretative gloss from the London MS's margin. Some later MSS conflate both "readings":
ve-'ad kammah qatan [or yehe qatan] qore. The printed editions have been "corrected" on the
basis of the PT: u-me-'eimatai hu qore ba-torah. See above, n. 22. Note the reading in Zedekiah
b. Abraham Anav, Shibbolei ha-leqet ha-shalem, ed. Solomon Buber (Vilna, 1886); reprint ed.
with notes by Yerubam Liner (New York, 1959), #153, p. 60 [= p. 119], 'ad kammah yihyeh
niqra qatan "Until when is he called a 'minor'?" The latter's sequence and wording of the whole
sugya indicate that it cites Gen. R. and not PT.
28. So Vat. 60 in addition to two readings which Albeck cites. London and others contain
variations thereof, all with 'ad she- with the exception of the printed editions and Yemenite MS
which were "corrected" to accord with the PT: mi-shehu yode'a. See n. 22.
29. So Vat. 60. London and other witnesses have variations thereof, all with 'adshe-. Again
printed editions and Yemenite MS are corrected to accord with PT, (she-yode'a) le-mi mevarekhin. See n. 22.
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when a minor may be counted for the Summons. In Gen. R., on the other
hand, we find, "Until he ... " which sets forth until when a person remains
in a given state, as when a minor is excluded from the Summons, the issue of
M. Ber. 7:2.
We find additional differences as well. While one of each pair employs
the verb, "to know," follows with an object, and offers the same criterion,
the "character of the blessing," in PT this version comes first, and in Gen. R.
second. The other tradition in each pair employs the verb "to know" and
then the prefix le-, "to," before the object. In one case we find, "to know
to whom he says a blessing," and in the other, "to know how to bless."
Evidently there has been some confusion in the transmission.30If the Gen.
R. version represents the fundamental formulation of the traditions, the differences between their criteria are insignificant. One refers to a child's physical ability or knowledgeof how to bless, while the second to the characterof the
blessing. In the PT, on the other hand, the differences are sharp and, accordingly, that version probably is closer to the original.3'
If we assume that the types of criteria formulated fit the context into
which they are used,32 Samuel's tradition in Gen. R. sets out until when
someone remains in his or her present status and unable to say a certain
blessing. This is inappropriate to the status of an adult, for then the person
has become part of the group that is liable and able to say the blessing. But it
does accord with M. Ber. 7:2's reference to a "minor." Thus in Gen. R.,
Samuel's comment explains M. Ber. 7:2.
We also have additional evidence to exclude an "adult" as Samuel's
referent, to prefer Gen. R.'s formulation, and to accept our analysis of y.
PT's version of Samuel's comment and especially the introductory question
assume that Samuel refers to an "adjunct of ten." But in the context of
Summons to Grace this term appears only in traditions attributed to Pales-

30. In this regard, we do not consider the readings in the printed editions and Yemenite
MS. See nn. 22, 28, 29.
31. The argument in the text holds unless one understands liv in a different way. See
Maimonides to M. Ber. 7:2 and Albeck, in Bereschit Rabba, 3:1114, notes. The usage elsewhere
of tiv, however, supports our comments. See above, n. 14, and the text thereto.
Moreover, as we shall see, D.2, accords with a tradition in b. attributed to Nabman, a
master who had access to Samuel traditions. It requires a minor "to know to whom they bless"
before he can be counted, yode'a le-mi mevarekhim.See below nn. 35-38, and the text thereto.
Of course, the b. tradition may have generated the "correction" of y. If so, the version in Gen.
R. would constitute the original reading. See below, the analysis of Tus. Ber. 5:18 which relates
to M. Ber. 7:2.
32. See nn. 17 and 33.
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tinians. In PT we find it in a baraita that lacks a b. parallel, in traditions
attributed to Palestinians, and in anonymous parts of y. gemara. One of the
y. traditions does appear in BT but, significantly, attributed to the first
generation Palestinian Amora, Yehoshua ben Levi.33On the basis of usage,
it is thus highly unlikely that Samuel focuses on the issue of "adjunct to
ten."
Given the above observations, a referent appropriate to Samuel's comment could be a "minor," qatan, who is excluded from participating in the
blessing, which is exactly what we find in M. Ber. 7:2. Samuel thus refers to
Mishnah and its mention of minors who are excluded from the Summons.34
If Gen. R.'s formulation of Samuel's comment preserves the literary
form of his comment, the tradition had circulated as a gloss to Mishnah.
Indeed the use of the formulation as a gloss without an explicit referent and
not as an autonomous statement can account for the history of the tradition. Someone could have easily reapplied the gloss to another text without
violating the substance of the comment. He had to change only the conjunction, from "until" to "when."
Our analysis has offered both negative and positive proof to support the
notion that Samuel glossed M. Ber. 7:2. We now turn to four supplementary
observations which confirm Samuel's interest in the Summons for Grace
and which indicate that it was appropriate for someone to define the term
"minor" in M. Ber. 7:2.
V
First, b. Ber. 48a, in its analogous sugya to y. Ber. 7:2, cites a tradition
which is attributed to Nabman and which is very close to one of the versions
of Samuel's comment:
And the halakhahdoes not follow all these [above]traditions.Ratherit follows what R. Nabman said, A minor who knows to whom they bless, They
summonGrace with him.35
33. See TK, 1:84, and n. 38.
34. See Samuel Jaffe b. Isaac Ashkenazi, "Yefeh to'ar," digested in Midrash Rabba (Vilna,
1878; reprint ed. Jerusalem, 1961), loc. cit., and Maimonides' and Sirillo's comments to M. Ber.
7:2.
We note, it is not unprecedented for a tradition to be formulated in terms of "Until ..."
See b. Yev. 107b, a tradition of Samuel's opens with 'ad she-, "Until"; and in a purported citation of y., which Lieberman argues is a Gaonic gloss, TK, 5:1273-74, "'A minor, qalan, does
not ...' Until when, 'ad 'eimatai, ..."
35. 1'uYr3ynrTonbP3 ^'"; topn i=
Knnybw nn 533 KnD5nnih.
p 3-KixN- "xanK
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Nabman'scommentdelineatesthe status which qualifiesone to participate in the Summons.This accordswith the perspectiveof PT's versionof
Samuel'scomment-vis-a-vis that of Gen. R. Its criterionis identicalwith
that of D.3., the second versionof Samuel'straditionbut, in contrastto the
latter, it is formulatedas an autonomousstatement.It makes use of the
languageof M. Ber. 7:2, into which is glossed the phrase,"Who knows to
whom they bless," ha-yode'a le-mi mevarekhin. The negative is removed

from Mishnah'sformulation,"They(do not) summonthe Gracewith him."
The context clearlyis definedby Mishnahand thus agreeswith Gen. R.'s
recension,"Summonsfor three,"and not PT's-reworked-"adjunct for
ten."To judge fromthe languageof the commentitself,Nahmanprecludes
other criteriaand avers that his is sufficient.36
Nabman,a second-thirdgenerationAmora, had accessto Samuel'straditions,37and it is possiblethat he drawsupon Samuel'steachings.Whilewe
remainunsureas to this possibility,Nahman'straditiondoes attest to the
beliefs of those responsiblefor the sugya. They associatean early Babylonian with a version of the traditionwhich y. attributesto Samuel.38
The placing of Samuel's comment in the context of "Summons for
three"or "adjunctto ten,"may reflectdifferingBabylonianand Palestinian
notions. If so, it is not insignificantthat the autonomous authoritywho
reworkedb. 47b-48a cites Nabman'scommentas if it should be authoritative.39

36. In addition to Rashi and Tosf. ad loc., see B. M. Lewin, ed. Otzar ha-Gaonim, 13 vols.
(Haifa and Jerusalem, 1928-1943), vol. 1: Tractate Berakhoth, "Commentaries," pp. 82-83;
Isaac Alfasi, Hilkhot; Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, "Hilkhot Berakhot," 5:7; Nabmanides,
Novellae to b. 48a; especially Isaiah the Elder, The Rulings of, Pisqei ha-Rid, 7 vols. to date
(Jerusalem, 1964-), vol. 1: Berakhot; and Lieberman, TK, 1:84-86. See Meyer Berlin, Shlomo
Josef Zevin, and Jehoshua Hutner, TalmudicEncyclopedia, 15 vols. to date (Jerusulem, 1947-),
s.v. "Zimmun," 12: 284-90, especially 286, for a survey of authorities who discuss the sugya
and Nabman's comment, and especially Abraham b. Isaac of Narbonne, Sefer ha-'eshkol, ed.
Shalom and Chanoch Albeck, 2 vols. (Jerusalem, 1935-38), 1: 41, n. 3.
37. See Bokser, Samuel's Commentary, p. 218 and nn. 3-5.
38. On the association of the comments of Samuel and Nabman and M. Ber. 7:2, see R.
Meshullam, pp. 244-45; R. David b. Levi of Narbonne, Sefer ha-mikhtam, in Ginzei rishonim, pp. 91-92; Pisqei ha-Rid, cols. 140-42; Dinkels, 'Emunat Yosef, in his edition of Sirillo,
to y. Ber. 7:2, s.v. "nashim va-'avadim," Sachs notes to R. Judah Sir Leon, 2: 517, n. 398; and
see Nabmanides, Novellae, and Shibbolei ha-leqet, #153, p. 118.
39. The possibility that the sources reflect Babylonian and Palestinian perspectives may
correlate with the place of a story in the b. and y. sugyot. BT to conclude the sugya presents
after Nabman's comment a story about Rabbah, Abaye, and Rava bar R. Hanan. [On the last
name see DS, 253: 6, to which add Babylonian Talmud, Codex Florence, Florence National
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VI
Second, in addition to the preceding confirmation of the second version
of Samuel's comment, D.3., we also find attestation of the first one, D.2, as
well as of Samuel's concern for the proper formulation of the summoning
formula. This information is provided by a tradition of Samuel in b. Ber.
49b-50a and y. Ber. 7:3. The tradition relates to M. Ber. 7:3.
Mishnah Ber. 7:3 lists the different formulae for different occasions of
the Summons for Grace:40
M. Ber. 7:3A:
How do they summon[Grace]?
In the case of three [people]-he [the summoner]says, "Let us bless."
In the case of three and him [= in additionto the summoner]-he says,
"Bless."41

LibraryII 1 7-9, Introductionby David Rosenthal,3 vols. (Jerusalem,1972),1:99; andYosef
DavidAzulai,Seferpetah'einayim,2 vols. (Jerusalem,1959),1:35, col. b.] Thatstoryemploys
the languageof Nabman'straditionand apparentlyattestsits point.See commentaries,ad loc.,
Berakhot,ed. ShmuelDaikman(Jerue.g., Menabemb. Shelomohha-Meiri,Beit ha-bebirah,
salem,1965),p. 180.As mentionedabove,PTendswitha storywhichconveysthepointthatwe
count only a "minor"with two hairs,i.e., who has reachedphysicalmaturity.Thus b. and y.
each ends with a story whichreflectsits perspective.This agreeswith the generalobservation
thatgemara'schoiceand formulationof storiesformspartof its arrangement
and is shapedby
redactionalconsiderations.See nn. 54 and 23, to which add AbrahamGoldberg,"R. Ze'ira
and the BabylonianCustomin the Landof Israel,"Tarbiz36 (1967):319-41, especiallypp.
327-30. See also below, the referenceto TK, 5:1275,11.18-19; and my forthcomingarticle,
"RedactionalCriticismof RabbinicLiterature:The Case of Haninaben Dosa."
On b. Ber. 47b-48a, in addition to the aforementionedworks, especiallyNabmanides,
Pisqeiha-Rid,and TK,see also Eliezerb. Joel Halevi,SepherRabiah,ed. ViktorAptowitzer,4
vols. (Jerusalem,1965),1: 112-15, #128, and note, p. 490; JonahGerondi,Novellaeto Alfasi;
Aaron b. Joseph HaLevi of Barcelona,Perushha-Ra'H,in RabbenuYehonatanha-Kohen
ve-ha-Ra'H'al MasekhetBerakhot,ed. M. Y. Blau (New York, 1957),p. 151;and Aaron b.
Jacobb. David ha-Kohen,'Orhotbayyim,[PartOne](Jerusalem,1956),"Birkhatha-mazon,"
#39-43, pp. 76-77; and AbrahamBaer Dobsevage,Seferha-meSaref
(Odessa, 1871;reprint
ed., Jerusalem,1970), pp. 16-17. See also DS, 251:100-253:8;especiallythe readingsin
FlorenceMS;ChanochAlbeck,Studiesin theBaraitaandTosefta(Jerusalem,1944),pp. 96-97,
and Introduction,
pp. 524, and 565, n. 27.
If Albeck,in Seferha-'eshkol,1: 41, n. 3, is correct,one of the Gaonim addedthe clause
introducingand supportingNabman'scomment.
40. See above, n. 2.
41. ii:3 'ix Kim w*3: -p33'ank
itv*: pram
nrt
.
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b. Ber. 49b-50a:
SaidSamuel,Let a personneverexcludehimselffromthe community.42
y. Ber. 7:3, 11c:
Samuelsaid, I do not excludemyselffromthe community.43
In their discussions of the formulae in M. Ber. 7:3A, b. and y. cite
Samuel's comment. Both Babylonian and Palestinian circles believed
Samuel to be punctilious as to the appropriate formula by which to summon Grace. Given this concern it is understandable that he might employ
the criterion of "one's knowledge of the character of the blessing" so as to
evaluate a person's fitness to summon Grace.44
Both versions of Samuel's comment thus receive support. Nahman's tradition demonstrates an early Babylonian interest in a definition of a
"minor," mentioned in M. Ber. 7:2. It is formulated in terms of the second
version of Samuel's comment, D.3., and defines the end of the disqualified
stage. A second independent tradition of Samuel, in b. Ber. 49b-50 and y.
Ber. 7:3, 1lc, attests that the alternative version, D.2, fits within Samuel's
concerns.
VII
The third item which confirms our suggestion as to the original form of
Samuel's comment-as a gloss on Mishnah-lies in the history of the mishnaic category "minor." Often a reference to a minor (qalan or tinoq) is subject to a comment, definition, and limitation, both within Mishnah itself and
Tosefta and within gemara. We find instances where one clause of Mishnah
excludes a minor from liability or permission to perform some activity.45
42. 55n Inrly txnK m ,rx,5r tY5 5xnvi 'nx.
43. 55Dntn ,YY nx K'YIT1, -,IK xa wD.
44. For further analysis of this tradition, see Baruch M. Bokser, Samuel's Commentaryon
the Mishnah, Part Two (Leiden, in press).
We note that Samuel's comment does not reflect an exceptional interest in "youth." See b.
Nid. 52b, where Samuel takes a lenient position in the very definition of "two hairs," the signs
of "physical maturity"; b. Shab. 137b, to which see TK, 3:252 and the alternative version of the
pericope in a fragment of the She'iltot, J. N. Epstein, "Sheiltot Fragments. B," Tarbiz7 (1938):
15, 11. 12-14; b. M.Q. 14b; and b. San. 54b.
45. The reference often forms part of a list of "women, minors, and slaves," as in M. Ber.
7:2. See Kasovsky, Thesaurus Mishnae, 4: 1574a-b.
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But another passage in that same Mishnah or one adjoining it, or in Tosefta
limits Mishnah's rule and defines what type of minor is so excluded. Likewise a ruling excluding a minor often includes a clause modifying or defining
the type of minor. There is thus no single standard as to who constitutes a
"minor." Moreover, the language of the definitions is generally formulated
in terms of their application and context. These examples appear throughout Mishnah and Tosefta, including, as we shall see, one in T. Ber. 5:18
which deals with M. Ber. 7:2.
M. Suk. 2:8 presents a general rule followed by a limitation-definition:
Women, and slaves and minors (u-qetannim)are exempt from the [requirementto have a] sukkah.
And every minor (qa(an)who does not need his mother [= but moves
about without her] is liable as to the sukkah.46
T. Hag. 1:2-3, pp. 374-76, 11.5-22, contains eleven distinct definitions
of a "minor" tailored to different laws and one definition of "majority"
comprehensively formulated. Note the pattern:
[If one] knows how to shake (yode'ale-na'ne'a),he is liable as to lulav;
knows how to wrap [arounda garment]he is liable as to fringes.. .. Knows
how to watchover phylacteries,his fatherbringshim phylacteries.... Knows
how to slaughter-his slaughteris valid. ....47
Tosefta's specific principles are thus formulated in terms of whether or
not a minor knows how or is able to do something.48
46. nloa

x'Kv5p '1 ;mrii TaP'1-D
OD'Tpi oD'II D'v,t.
ann itbK 'l' TxeP
See the use of this criterion in T. 'Eruv. 6:12, p. 121, 11. 38-41; and TK, 3:425, and
5:1268-69. See also the references to a minor in M. Ter. 1:1, which is limited by M. Ter. 1:3
and T. Ter. 1:4, pp. 107-8, 11. 12-14 [to which see TK, 1:295]; M. Sheq. 1:3, to which see y.
Sheq. 1:3, 46a; M. Suk. 3:5, where a definition is incorporated into the reference to a minor [to
which see y. Suk. 3:15, 54a, TK, 5:1273, and the formulation in T. Hag. 1:2, presented below,
text to n. 47]; M. Meg. 4:6 and y. Meg. 4:6, 75b; M. Hag. 1:1; M. Ket. 1:3, defined by T. Ket.
1:2, pp. 56-57, 11.10-12, which contains the question: What is a minor (female) and what is a
minor (male): A minor (male)-less than nine years and one day; a minor (female)-less than
thirteen years and one day; M. Git. 6:2-3 and T. Git. 4:2, pp. 260-61, 11.13-15; M. Hul. 1:1,
where the "minor" is defined and limited later within M. Hul. 1:1 as well as in T. Hul. 1:3, p.
500, 1. 23-24. See also M. Nid. 5:3-9.
47. rn' ....1iK T,x n npl5
1axK iDn 'ibS5 yn,... nrw,l' n,ntlaynnb rn, 5*h: :",n mS 3'n,'
... .rnnn my?a5aa n:an nmiy Tnv Irw nplw3n....rwanw inrwnwVirw*.
48. Additional toseftan examples include: T. Ber. 2:13, p. 9, 11.51-55; T. 'Eruv. 6:12, p.
121,11.39-41; T. Ket. 3:8, p. 65,11. 36-39; T. Zev. 11:6, p. 496,11. 3-5 [to which see T. Hag. 1:3];
T. 'Oholot 18:6, 8, p. 616, 11.17, 35-36; and T. Nid. 5:4, p. 645,11. 28-31; and the above cited
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Samuel's definition of M. Ber. 7:3 thus prima facie is not unusual. It is
natural to find a definition of Mishnah's rule and it is unexceptional to find
it formulated in terms of the blessing and the youth's knowledge thereof.
This suggestion finds confirmation in T. Ber. 5:18 which refers to M. Ber.
7:2's mention of a "minor."
VIII
The fourth supplementary evidence consists of T. Ber. 5:18, p. 28, 11.
36-38:
1. A minorwho is ableto eat an olive'samount-they summonGracewith
him;
who cannot eat an olive's amount [= the minimumamountnecessaryto
become liable to say Grace]-they do not summonGrace with him.
2. [And] they are not exactingas to a minor.
3. Whetherhe says, "Let us bless,"whetherhe says, "Bless"--theydo not
seize him on that.
4. The fault-finders(ha-naqdanin)
seize him on that [if he says, "Let us
bless"].49

Clause I defines the type of minor excluded and included. Tosefta thus
follows the perspective of M. Ber. 7:2, which lists disqualifications, as well

examples which define M. Ter. 1:1 (T. Ter. 1:4); M. Ket. 1:3 (T. Ket. 1:2);M. Git. 6:2-3 (T. Git.
4:2); and M. Hul. 1:1 (T. Hul. 1:3). See also T. Nazir 3:17. Moreover, we have the example of T.
Ber. 5:13, which deals with M. Ber. 7:2 and upon which we focus below, text to nn. 49-52.
See also Sifre Dt. #46, ed. Louis Finkelstein, Sifre on Deuteronomy(reprint ed., New York,
1969), p. 104; Mekhilta, Pisha, Bo, #3, ed. H. S. Horovitz and I. A. Rabin, Mechilta D'Rabbi
Ismael (reprint ed., Jerusalem, 1960), p. 12,11. 5-6; Mekhilta de-Rashbi, Bo, to Ex. 12:4, ed. J.
N. Eptstein and E. Z. Melamed, Mekhilta D'Rabbi Sim'on b. Jochai (Jerusalem, 1955), p. 10,
11.16-19; and Sifre Zuta, Shelah, ed. H. S. Horovitz, Siphre D'Be Rab 1. Siphre ad Numeron
adjecto Siphre Zutta (reprint ed., Jerusalem, 1966), p. 288, 1. 20 to p. 289, 1. 1 [which like T.
Hag. 1:23, has a cluster of references with the pattern, "Whoever knows how to ... , is liable as
to .. .," Kol she-yode'a le- hayyav le- and "Whoever knows how to ... is responsible ...," Kol
she-hu yode'a le- ... 'alav]. See Lieberman, Siphre Zutta, pp. 15-16.
I do not include a full list of amoraic instances of definitions of a "minor." See, e.g., above
n. 46, and b. 'Eruv. 82a [to which see DS, 323:5] and b. Suk. 28b [to which see DS, 84:2].
n,TD3D
~ n,TD5?DO
49. 7,K.Vienna MS =] 'KXI
51:,Vw
lup
1'?Y O7TnpX
,K D 17vw 5 Ipnaran
[ Erfurt MS and p.e. =
plusin jlipan 1p Y inin rpYi,n7K111-'Ix
r, p33 ianlvw7X
, p? 7 tpnp'Tn
Ip mYlnlx.

See The Tosefta, 1:29, Brief Commentary, 1. 38; TK, 1:85-86, and Lieberman's reference to
Sirkis, and below n. 51.
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as its opposite, those "counted." While it is not formulated as a simple gloss,
Tosefta does consist of what might have circulated as a "composite gloss."
That is, it employs the language of Mishnah with a gloss interpolated into it.
Clause 2 deals with examining a minor, probably as to the presence of
two hairs.50If so, its principle accords with that of clause 1. When a person
exhibits the qualifications in clause I but not clause 2, the individual may be
counted. While Samuel and Tosefta may offer different concrete criteria,
they share the notion that a child who has reached a certain stage, even
before physical maturity, may be counted.5' Moreover, Tosefta attests that
Mishnah's reference to a "minor" became subject to explanation already before Samuel's day.52

50. See The Tosefta, 1:29, Brief Commentary; TK, 1:85 to which cf. Albeck, Studies, p. 96.
See also Yom Tob Ishbili, in Ginzei rishonim, p. 502, and Moses Margalioth, Mareh hapanim, in editions of y., to y. Ber. 7:3.
51. See TK, 1:84, 1. 36, where Lieberman suggests that the definition in clause I deals with
the youth's "knowledge." Lieberman further explains that clause 2 is a general principle. If so,
it applies also to the Summons to Grace.
52. We may be able to correlate two readings of the toseftan baraita with the two basic positions as to a "minor." First, if we assume that clause two of Tosefta refers to "two hairs," which
Lieberman suggests and which my text follows, Tosefta supplies a general rule: "They are not
exacting as to a minor's two hairs." This does not contradict Samuel's tradition. Clause 3 deals
with the proper formula, the issue which Samuel addressed. It too is not necessarily inconsistent with Samuel. While it rules that the exact formula is not critical, it does not preclude one
from having a preference.
Second, the above reading of Tosefta, on the other hand, does contradict the y. notion that
physical maturity determines and not the requisitive knowledge. But the latter position accords
with a second reading of the baraita. Some texts of y. Ber. 7:3, which cites clauses 2-3, have in
clause 2, "exacting as to the matter," ba-davar, instead of be-qatan, "as to a minor." As this
reading is not supported by all the witnesses of y. [not in V MS, YFG], and poses other difficulties, Lieberman has argued that it is the result of a textual or scribal mistake. See TK, 1:85.
But if the L and S MSS which do have ba-davar, "in the matter," reflect an actual literary tradition, the situation would be different. We would then read clauses 2-3 as, "They are not exacting as to the matter, whether a person says, 'Let us bless,' or 'Bless.'" This rendering more
strongly states that the blessing formula is neither determinative nor significant. In addition, no
longer does Tosefta preclude checking for "two hairs" or other signs of physical maturity. Both
of these points are important to those masters, Palestinians, who hold that a youth remains a
minor until he reaches physical maturity or hold that exceptions to Mishnah's exclusion of a
minor applied not to the summons of three but of ten. In the latter case alone does the youth
become an adjunct. Naturally while this position accords with the "Palestinian" one, it is inconsistent with Samuel's. If we assume Babylonians and Palestinians knew the baraita, people
with different interpretations of Mishnah or autonomous positions could interpret Tosefta's
baraita in different ways and each could find support in it.
Our argument above may correlate with the beginning of y. Ber. 7:2 which cites clause 2,
alone, contains the reading be-qalan, "a minor," and reinterprets the text. Moreover, it may
obviate a difficulty in b. 47b-48a. Gemara cites a tradition attributed to Yobanan which offers
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IX
We have thus traced the history of Samuel's comment. We focused upon
its wording and its place within its context in y. The Gen. R. parallel to y.
Ber. 7:2 supports the internal analysis and represents an early recension of y.
and of Samuel's comment. Already in this "earlier" recension a question to
introduce Samuel's tradition appears. In the later recension, as found in y.
Ber. 7:2, the editor of the sugya used the tradition to focus on an issue which
slightly differs and which fits into the wider topic of senif, "adjunct"-all
this despite difficulties in chronology and usage. BT Ber. 48a attests that the
substance of Samuel's comment circulated as part of an early Babylonian
tradition relating to M. Ber. 7:2. Y. Ber. 7:3 and b. Ber. 49b-50a indicate
that Samuel, indeed, was concerned with the proper formulation of the
Summons and thus it is appropriate for him to have used a blessing formula
to determine whether or not to include a minor. The usage of "minor" in
Mishnah and the need in Mishnah and Tosefta to define that category in
language appropriate to the case at hand demonstrates that such a definition of M. Ber. 7:2 would be appropriate. T. Ber. 5:18 finally proves that the
word "minor" in M. Ber. 7:2 in fact did elicit a definition.
Samuel's comment thus forms part of a concern integral to Mishnahcommentary. Assuredly, a definition which specifies the type of "minor"
limits Mishnah, but such limitations are found elsewhere as well. Samuel's
a criterion of physical maturity, qafanporeab. BT then as a support, tanei nammeihakhei, cites a
version of T. 5:18, clauses 1-2. While clauses 2 in both are the same, the criteria in clauses I
differ. BT's version requires that the youth have two hairs. BT follows with a question which
focuses on the contradiction between the two clauses. The resolution somehow supports
Yohanan's comment. Commentators differ in their analysis of the pericope and its terms. If
Yobanan's baraita had ba-davar and not be-qalan, the two clauses would not contradict each
other, and then clause I by itself could supply the support. Cf. Albeck, Studies, pp. 96-97. This
analysis assumes that b. contains the version of the baraita inappropriate to Yobanan. This
mistake may have been produced as part of the adaption of Yobanan's tradition to Babylonian
transmissional and redactional consideration. Alternatively, if the sugya was completed with
only a reference to the baraita, those who supplied the full text may have included the inappropriate version. Either way, it is the present inappropriate text which causes the exegetical problems. See Lieberman, TK, 1:84, 1. 36.
As to the presence of different version of baraitot, their effect on amoraic interpretations,
and mistakes in their citations, see Bokser, Samuel's Commentary, pp. 101-2, n. 280, and
"Guide," ANR W, 8. D. Saul Lieberman in particular has demonstrated this phenomenon in y.,
e.g., Hayerushalmi kiphshuto, 1 vol. to date (Jerusalem, 1934), pp. 121, 157, and David Weiss
Halivni repeatedly for b., Sources and Traditions,2 vols. to date (Jerusalem, 1968-). Our argument here accords with the existence of different Palestinian and Babylonian perspectives as to
"Summons to Grace." See nn. 23 and 39 and the text thereto.
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commentmay have originatedas a gloss to Mishnah.53This would explain
how once it no longercirculatedas a gloss onto Mishnah,it mightrequirea
questionto introduceit, how it could also be appliedto new contexts,and
how the change of a prepositionmight yield a change in emphasis.
X
This paperhas dealt with two recensionsof a y. sugyaand, accordingly,
throws light on certainwider issues. The natureof recensionsof y. plays a
role in the discussionof the relationshipof y. Neziqin and the restof y. and
in the natureof variationsbetweenGen. R. parallelsto y. and the versionin
y. itself. Israel Lewy, Saul Lieberman,J. N. Epstein,E. S. Rosenthal,and
others have focused upon the distinctiveelements of y. Neziqin and how
that orderdiffersfromthe rest of y. but differas to whetherthose variations
are due to differencesin chronologyand place(Lieberman)or only location
One aspectof the controversyhingeson the abilityto distinguish
(Epstein).54
betweentwo types of recensions.Whenare recensionsproductsof two contemporarycircles and when the results of diachronicdevelopment?This
study addressesthis questionand providesone answerin the evaluationof
individualpericopes,viz., to focus on the natureof the variations.Specifically, does one versionemploy a more fundamentalform and formulation

53. See n. 20 and Bokser,Samuel'sCommentary,
for examplesof such a formulation.
54. Whenwe need to differentiatebetweenpossiblerecensionsof Yerushalmiand the text
as preservedin printededitionsand MSS we distinctivelyemploytwo differentabbreviations.
"Y" [= Yerushalmi]refersto the formerand"PT"[= PalestinianTalmud]to thelatter.Otherwise we use the abbreviationsinterchangeably.
In general,see Bokser,"Guide,"ANRW,chap.
12, especially12. l.e., and 3; 4, D.4; and 10. A. and D. 1. In particular,I referto the following
works: Israel Lewy, Introductionand Commentaryto TalmudYerushalmiB.Q. I-6 [from
des jidisch-theologischen
Jahresbericht
SeminarsFraenckel'scher
Stiftung, 1895-1914](Jerusalem, 1970);Saul Lieberman,Talmudof Caesarea[Sup.to Tarbiz2] (Jerusalem,1931),Siphre
Zutta(New York, 1968),especiallypp. 125-36, and "A Few Wordsby Julianthe Architectof
Ascalon,The Lawsof Palestineand its Customs,"Tarbiz40 (1971):409-17; Epstein,IAL, pp.
279-87, and 287-90; and E. S. Rosenthal,"Concerningthe New MS to PT Neziqin,"Paper
deliveredat The SeventhWorldCongressof JewishStudies,Jerusalem,Israel,August8, 1977.
This SpanishMS is EscorialG-I-3. See also Albeck,BereschitRabba,3: Introduction:66-84,
and Barth,pp. 60-65, especiallythe literaturecited in n. 68, to whichadd BaruchM. Bokser,
"TwoTraditions,"pp. 48-52; and cf. E. Z. Melamed,An Introduction
to TalmudicLiterature
(Jerusalem,1973),pp. 573-75, and EdwardA. Goldman,"ParallelTextsin the Palestinian
Talmudto Genesis Rabba"(Rabbinicdiss., HebrewUnion College-JewishInstituteof Religion, 1969),on whichsee the text to nn. 65-66 below. [I thankProf.Goldmanand the HUC
Libraryfor providingme with a microfilmof the last item.]
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of a teaching and serve a function appropriate to an early stage of the tradition?
We found that y. Ber. 7:2 differs from its parallel in Gen. R. 91.4 in the
formulation of several traditions and clarifying comments and in the
sequence of materials. As the Gen. R. version represents a morefundamental
form of the tradition and is logically prior to that of PT it is preferable. It
may, in addition, preserve the commentary gloss-form of the tradition
which commented directly on Mishnah itself. We, therefore, concluded that
PT adapted the version preserved in Gen. R.55
Contemporary teaching and literary work theoretically could produce
these different versions. But the text in PT in formulation is a reworking and
development of the version in Gen. R. If Gen. R.'s y. originates at the same
time as PT, its y. portions nevertheless are phenomenologically earlier than
that of PT. Thus the present study supports Lieberman's contention that the
PT (less Neziqin) in form constitutes a reworked version of the materials
and that other, less reworked and thus phenomenologically earlier versions
could have circulated.
This study supports an additional suggestion of Lieberman. The manner
in which Samuel's tradition is reworked to fit what we described as a Palestinian perspective-vis-a-vis a Babylonian one-accords with Lieberman's
view that the editors of PT reworked the text of PT to exclude Babylonian
interpretations of Mishnah and to place material within a Palestinian
framework, and even revised traditions accordingly.56Y. Ber. 7:2 provides
an exemplary instance of this process and its existence is confirmed by the
Gen. R. version. As this Palestinian "reworking" occurred after the formation of the Gen. R. version, this refining must derive from the latter stages of
compilation and redaction of the materials, as Lieberman further argues.57
The concern for the initial function and most fundamental formulation
of Samuel's tradition has enabled us to posit an early stage of a teaching included within gemara and of gemara itself, and which to a significant
degree Gen. R. preserves. PT used and adapted this tradition to its own
problematic. Accordingly, when one evaluates discrete traditions and variations in analogues and parallels, one can employ means to transcend the
final product.

55. See nn. 21-54 and the text thereto.
56. Lieberman, Caesarea, pp. 20-25, especially 22-23, and the quotation cited in n. 24,
above.
57. Ibid. See also Bokser, "Two Traditions."
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XI
A related issue concerns the manuscript and textual history of Gen. R.
and PT and addresses the problem of whether one can distinguish between
the final redaction and early scribal activity of the text. Vatican MS 30 to
Gen. R., generally considered the best text of Gen. R., like the MSS of PT,
contains sections with a notation rv. Gen. R. 91.4 makes up one such text.
Scholars discuss the meaning of this word and the nature of passages so
annotated. The sections generally constitute sugyot which are found in full
elsewhere, either in that work or in a different work, but only in part in the
place so annotated. At times, though, scribes later filled in the passages.58
Lieberman believes the term means "abbreviated," and that scribes
abbreviated the text, so noted it, and indicated that one can find it in full in
another place. Later scribes generally filled in the deleted portions, sometimes incorrectly.59Epstein renders the term as "we learned," and considers
it the work of early scribes who abbreviated passages.60 Rosenthal, in an
examination of Vat. 30 to Gen. R., on the other hand, believes that the term
constitutes a note added by "later editors" of the text to indicate that a relevant pericope in extenso appears elsewhere. Scribes later filled in the passages.61 Moshe Assis has tried to clarify the differences between these positions, examined parallels within y., and focused on the characteristics of
these copyists.62
Gen. R. 91.4, as mentioned, constitutes an instance of a tvu passage. Vat.
MS 30 opens and closes with the wording of the beginning and end of the
wider sugya and refers to its location in y. Ber.63Vat. 60 contains the best
and unabbreviated version of the sugya. As noted, this accords with the

58. See the references to Albeck and Rosenthal in n. 22, to which add Epstein, IAL, pp.
324-30; Barth, pp. 11-12, 19, 21, 53-54; and Bokser, "Guide," ANRW, 7. 2b, and 9.A.
59. Saul Lieberman, On the Yerushalmi(Jerusalem, 1929), pp. 12-13; "Emendations in
Jerushalmi, F.b," Tarbiz5 (1933): 107-10; and Hilkhoth Ha-Yerushalmi(The Laws of the Palestinian Talmud)of Rabbi Moses ben Maimon [Texts and Studies of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America, 13] (New York, 1947), "Introduction," p. 15, n. 128.
60. Epstein, IAL, pp. 324-30. See Melamed, pp. 578-79.
61. Rosenthal.
62. Moshe Assis, "Parallel Sugyot in the Jerusalem Talmud" (Ph.D. diss. Hebrew University, 1976), passim, especially pp. 5-13.
63. R. Simon be-shem R. Yehoshu'aben Levi R. Yose bar Sha'ul be-shem R. tinoq ve- [word
left incomplete at the end of a line] 'osin 'oto senif la-'asarah kol ntra di-verakhotshenayim befat ve-'ebadyereq mezammeninman tenateh Rabban Sime'on ben Gamli'el, in the Sokoloff (Jerusalem, 1971) reprint, p. 166b. See Rosenthal, especially p. 312.
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observation that Vat. 60 represents an early witness to the text of Gen. R.,
second only to Vat. 30 but superior to the London and other MSS.64
Rosenthal's theory does not best explain what we have uncovered.
According to his approach we would assume the later editors of Gen. R., as
reflected in Vat. 30, noted the relevance of y. Ber. 7:2, and made an annotation thereto, and a scribe later filled in the reference. This later, scribal activity would be reflected in the text of Vat. 60. But following our analysis, the
extant PT could not have provided a model or source for Gen. R. For if so,
the latter version would have matched that of PT, and not constituted, as it
is, an earlier version of y. Accordingly, following this approach, the "later
editors," whose notes are preserved in Vat. 30, and even the scribes who
filled in the reference, e.g., those responsible for the tradition represented in
Vat. 60, would have had to predate the editors of PT.65Chronologically this
notion involves a date prior to the end of the fourth century, the conventional date for y.'s completion, if not earlier.
The above difficulty is obviated according to the alternative theory.
Samuel's comment and the sugya in which it appears does not form an addition to Gen. R. first pointed to by late editors and later filled in by scribes.
Rather it forms an integral part of Gen. R. and derives from a text of y. different from PT. It preserves an earlier version or recension of the text. The

64. See n. 22.
65. There is also the possibility that the notations in Vatican 30 come from those who relied
on a text of y. which originated in the earlier period, and which predates the text of y. then current and which is preserved in PT.
The text analyzed in "Two Traditions" provides an analogue to our findings. There we
demonstrated that Gen. R. preserves an earlier stage of a pericope than in y. Ber. 8:3, 12b.
Samuel's tradition is inappropriately made dependent upon the preceding pericope with the
introductory word, "therefore," lefikhakh. An examination of the MSS there yields additional
information. In two locations in Gen. R. where Samuel's pericope appears, Vatican MS 30
lacks the text but other readings, including Vatican MS 60 have the "earlier recension." In Gen.
R. #11, p. 90, Vatican MS 30 lacks the section along with the surrounding portion of Gen. R.
(sections 7-16). Vatican MS 60 [Makor ed., p. 33] and other readings, however, contain the
appropriate language to introduce Samuel's comment, 'atya ke-, "it accords with ...." In
Gen. R. #82, p. 996, Vatican MS 30 [Makor ed., p. 147] deletes (or, following Rosenthal,
abbreviates a reference to a parallel) with a una notation. Again Vatican MS 60 [Makor ed., p.
307] and the texts and MSS cited by Albeck have the appropriate bridging language, 'atyeh
ki-de-Shemuel.
Vatican MS 60 thus preserves an early formulation, if not recension, of a tradition. Is it not
more likely that Vatican MS 30 deleted the portion which Vatican MS 60 (and others) preserved than that Vatican MS 60 later "filled in" the reference first noted by the circle responsible for Vatican MS 30? See Samuel's Commentary, vol. 2.
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editor of Vat. 30 abbreviated the section, which Vat. 60, however, preserved.66
The present analysis has thus enabled us better to understand the textual
history of Gen. R. and the character of sections marked by the notation W1'.
Form criticism may accordingly assist not only in the exegesis and study of
the history of traditions but also in the evaluation of the documents themselves.67

66. Note that Vat. MS 60, though it represents a version later than the archetype of Bereschit Rabba, preserved in Vatican MS 30, may have been written a century before Vatican 30.
See Barth, pp. 83-84, and Sokoloff, Geniza Fragments.
67. I thank Professors Joseph Dan of the Hebrew University, Jacob Milgrom of the University of California at Berkeley, Jacob Neusner of Brown University, and Gary G. Porton of
the University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana for their critical comments on earlier drafts of
this paper.

